
 

 

HLPartnership Client Portal Terms & Conditions 
 

Introduction 

This document aims to cover HLPartnership’s commitment to you, The Customer, wishing to obtain the Client 

Portal functionality. 

This document should be read alongside 360 DotNet’s own Terms & Conditions and Privacy Statement.  

Services Provided 

HL Partnership will provide to you (The Customer), through 360 DotNet, a Client Portal edition of your 

choosing, complete with a range of standard modules, contact forms, etc.  

There are currently two Client Portal editions available to The Customer: 

1) White-labelled Edition - Own logo and company name branded only. Colour schemes, fonts, and 

overall formatting of the Client Portal are standardised and non-customisable. 

2) Full-branded Edition – Own logo and company name branding. Colour schemes, fonts, etc are tailored 

to The Customer request. Usually this is to mimic The Customer company website.  

360 DotNet provide a service, through 123.reg, to obtain the secure domain required for the setup of The 

Customer Client Portal. This service includes: 

- Purchasing and DNS mapping of the domain. 

- Custom OAUTH2.0 configuration, used for the user login. 

- Creation of the CSR certificate request and certificate application. 

- Matchup of the CSR with the processing certificate and its validation. 

- Complete the CSR and export the certificate with private key. 

- Installation and configuration on the production server. 

- Appropriate testing. 

- Automatic renewal of the CSR as required annually. 

The Customer does not have to take up the 360 DotNet domain service offer but must otherwise be able to 

provide a secure domain in order for the Client Portal to be set up. The Customer would also be responsible for 

maintaining the domain and ensuring its security. 

Charges 

HL Partnership will charge The Customer a one-off set up fee for the two currently available editions of the 

Client Portal. These are as follows: 

1) White-labelled Edition – a one-off £200+VAT 

2) Full-branded Edition – a one-off £1500+VAT 

For those that choose to take up the 360 DotNet secure domain service, through 123.reg the charge is an 

annual fee of £100. 

How you will pay for the service 

The charge for the Client Portal (both stated editions) is taken the next payrun following the completion of The 

Customer Client Portal set up. For those using the 360 DotNet secure domain service, the first £100+VAT will 

be taken the first payrun following the completion of the Customer Client Portal set up. Each subsequent 

renewal charge will be taken annually from this date.  



 

 

Changes to charging 

HL Partnership reserves the right to increase the costings above in line with any service provider price 

increases. Eg, if 123.reg increase the cost of obtaining a secure domain. These changes will not be actioned 

without The Customer being informed at least 30 days before any changes. 

Build and customisation 

360 DotNet operate a 14 day turnaround upon receipt of HL Partnership providing to them The Customer set 

up request. This is dependent on 360 DotNet receiving: 

1) The Customer business logo 

2) A completed Client Portal Data Gathering form (these are provided to The Customer by HL 

Partnership) 

Going live 

HL Partnership will communicate to The Customer once the Client Portal set up is completed. HL Partnership 

and 360 DotNet also offer training and/or help guides to ensure The Customer has everything necessary to get 

up and running with their Client Portal.  

Hosting 

Hosting of the Client Portal is provided by 360 DotNet and pricing is included in the one-off Client Portal 

Edition charge.  

Access 

Only clients of The Customer have access to the Client Portal. Neither The Customer, HL Partnership nor 360 

DotNet will see anything added to the Client Portal by a client of The Customer. A client of The Customer is 

able to willingly share information, data or documentation to The Customer should they wish. The Customer is 

able to share information, data or documentation back to the Client Portal through their own 360 Lifecycle 

login.  

Liability 

In no circumstances whatsoever will HL Partnership be liable for economic, indirect of consequential loss 

arising from delays or service interruptions. 

HL Partnership will not be responsible for loss occasioned by computer viruses. 

HL Partnership will not be held liable for any loss or damage caused by the use, misuse, unavailability or 

removal of services. 

HL Partnership’s total liability to The Customer in contract, tort (including negligence or breach of statutory 

duty), misrepresentation, restitution or otherwise, arising in connection with the performance of the contract 

shall be limited to the price paid by the Customer for the services. HL Partnership shall not be liable to the 

Customer for any pure economic loss, loss of profit, loss of business, depletion of goodwill or otherwise, in 

each case whether direct, indirect or consequential, or any claims for consequential compensation whatsoever 

(howsoever caused) which arise out of or in connection with the contract. HL Partnership will not be liable for 

any loss or damage resulting from its failure or delay in performing its obligations under the contract to the 

extent that such failure or delay arises from circumstances beyond its control. The parties do not intend that 

any of these terms & conditions will be enforceable by virtue of the Contracts (Rights of Third Parties) Act 1999 

by any person that is not a party to it. 

Content provided by Third Parties 

The Client Portal contains links to third party websites outside of the control of HL Partnership. The use of 

these websites are governed by the third party’s own terms and conditions. HL Partnership will not accept  



 

 

 

responsibility for the content or use of any third party websites. It is The Customers responsibility to ensure 

any third party terms and conditions are agreeable to themselves and to take advice where necessary.  

Takedown notices 

HL Partnership is required to cooperate with 360 DotNet where copyright and/or trademark is challenged. In 

such circumstances HL Partnership cannot guarantee the availability of The Customers service but will work 

with The Customer where possible to resolve the matter. 

Termination & consequences of termination 

The Customer may cancel this agreement at any time by providing HL Partnership with 30 days notice. There is 

no minimum contract duration and no exit charges. There will be no refund to The Customer for any Client 

Portal set up costs and where a Customer may be using the secure domain service, no money(s) will be 

refunded to the customer even if they are, say, 2 months into a 12 month certificate cycle.  

HL Partnership may cancel this agreement for any reason by providing notice in writing, or where the reason 

may be non-payment with 5 days notice.  

In circumstances where The Customer is leaving the HL Partnership network, the agreement will be cancelled 

on the day of departure. HL Partnership are not responsible for keeping any Client Portal’s live where The 

Customer is no longer with the network. The Customer is able to use the Client Portal service, even if they 

have left HL Partnership, by obtaining use of the 360 Lifecycle system through 360 DotNet direct. HL 

Partnership will not be responsible for any actions The Customer may have to undertake as a result of any 

direct agreement they may take on with 360 DotNet.   

Where termination of The Customers Client Portal is executed, access to the Client Portal by clients of The 

Customer will cease and any maintenance and client portal functionality within The Customers 360 Lifecycle 

system will be disabled. Where the company has authorised 360 DotNet to register the Client Portal domain 

and purchase the certificate, upon termination from the Network, 360 DotNet will disable this functionality 

and not renew ownership of the domain. 

Acceptance 

You, The Customer, will be deemed to have accepted the terms and conditions of the agreement by returning 

the required Client Portal data gathering information and confirming acceptance of the costs involved.  


